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and Presburger Arithmetics play an important part in many mathematical areas; examples arise in: 
Number Theory, Algebra and Program Verification. Rewrite rules are the subject of Chapter 9. 
along with strategies for applying rewrite rules. The use of semantic information to guide proofs is 
illustrated in Chapter IO by the formalization of Euclidean geometry as a set of Horn clauses. and 
generalizes semantic checking. Chapter I1 becomes progressively more involved in proof tech- 
niques: symbolic evaluation, induction. generalization, Boyer-Moore technique in Peano arithmetic, 
and the use of a programming language. LISP. 
The technique of meta-level inference and formalizing control information is discussed in Chapter 
12 together with the PRESS program for solving symbolic, transcendental equations. 
Part IV is dedicated to mathematical invention and begins with a description of how a computer 
can form definitions and conjectures. modelling the concept formation by humans. In Chapter 13, 
the program AM-which is based on such ideas-is rationally reconstructed. and its performance 
is evaluated. Among the interesting conjectures made by AIM are: de Morgan’s La\v. the Prime 
Unique Factorization theorem and Goldbach’s Conjecture. Chapter I4 describes how mathematical 
problems can be solved if they are translated into equations, and also presents a program. MECHO. 
that produces an algebraic representation of a problem presented in English: MECHO also uses 
the meta-level inference technique. 
Part V presents technical issues such as: investigations of the clausal form (Chapter 1.5). the 
Herbrand Proof Procedures. pattern modelling and unification procedures. and concludes with a 
chapter on applications of “Artificial Mathematicians” (Chapter 18). This last chapter may prove 
to be also of interest to engineers. teachers of mathematics. physicists. and other scientists that 
are not mathematicians or logicians. Algebraic Manipulation Systems are classic applications of 
mathematics to physics and engineering: the real systems are modelled with algebraic expressions 
that need then to be solved. Such a process can be very time consuming for humans. Automatic 
solving of such expressions can be much faster than solving by humans, and can be now carried 
out by a range of algebraic manipulation programs such as: Xl.-\CSYMA and REDUCE. The program 
MACSYMA is briefly presented and evaluated in Chapter 18. and an example of its application is 
given. Computer Assisted Instruction (with the program SHRDLU) and logic programming (with 
PROLOG) are also discussed, and computer programs capable of such sophisticated operations are 
specified (BUGGY, SHRLDU and PROLOG). An example of a PROLOG program is given in 
Appendix I. Solutions to the exercises suggested throughout the book are collected in Appendix 
IV, and a Bibliography, as well as a helpful Subject Index are included. 
The readers interested in logic, mathematics, computers. computer modelling and artificial in- 
telligence will find this book to be both enjoyable and useful. 
-!.Jniversit_v of Illinois ut Urhann 
Urbana, IL 61801 
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Biotechnology Studies and Research: Modeling in Bioengineering and Biotechnology Nr 171 
1985. M. D. Nicu ted.). Polytechnic Institute, Bucharest. 1985. 177 pages. 
Biotechnology Studies and Research is a nonperiodical scientific journal, published by the Bio- 
technology group of the Polytechnic Institute of Bucharest. Each volume is devoted to a scientific 
workshop organized by this group: for instance the present volume is. in one sense, the Proceedings 
of the workshop “Models in Bioengineering and Biotechnology,” Bucharest, iMay 17. 1985. 
This volume contains a forword by Prof. Radu Voinea. President of the Romanian Academy. 
and an Introductory speech by Prof. Enescu, the Dean of the Faculty to which the Biotechnology 
group belongs. 
The contents lists the following papers: IModeling of biosystems and the basic biomedical research 
(R. Voinea, M. Nicu); A general model of bioengineering considered as a scientific technical in- 
terdisciplinary field (E. Niculescu-hlizil): HSO ! The human operating system-the computer par- 
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adigm (E. Nicolau): The sudden death-a topological model (E. Tocineanu): The kynetics of bac- 
terium &Ieth?lomonas sp. T-j/ growth (A. Chirvase et 01.): A simple geometric nonlinear control 
theory on abstract simple complexes- applied fo neurodynamics of language in normals and aphas- 
ics (hi. N. Nicu et al.): A relativistic fuzzy model for the human personality (N. Voiculescu. 0. 
Burstein): A multidimensional sociometric analysis resulting by using algebraic topology and simple 
differential geometry (D. Trestieni. 0. Burstein): Biological signification of Onicescu informational 
energy and correlation implied in analysing and modeling the adaptive behaviour of biosystems (C. 
Picioiu); Method for estimating and quantifying the adaptive optimality of the variants of a hereditary 
character (C. Picioiu): 4 mathematical model for the electrical response of photoreceptors cells t S. 
Herman): Models for the relationship dose-effect in the medical radiology with application to the 
ovary (S. Nicu. M. Nicu, M. Xlateescu); A resonance model for moleculary interactions (A. Bonea. 
V. S&hleanu). 
I feel that the volume is sound and will be found useful in most departments of bioengineering. 
biotechnology and related sciences. it should be particularly useful for research workers. This is 
an extremely interesting book and even the heterogeneity of the collected papers is of interest. And 
ive must not forget that in biotechnology the heterogenity is in any case inevitable. We Lvelcomr: 
the publication of this volume. 
Polytechnic Institute 
Dept. of Electronics 
Buchnrest 
EDMOND NICOLXC; 
The Mathematical blodeling of Metabolic and Endocrine systems. E. R. Carson, C. Cobelli. 
and L. Finkelstein. John Wiley and Sons, New York. 1983. 394 pp., illus., index. 
The stated purpose of this book is to provide physicians, physiologists, engineers and applied 
mathematicians a framework for formulation, identification, and validation of mathematical models 
of biological systems and experimental data. In the first five chapters, the authors begin simply b!. 
discussing the purpose of mathematically describing biologic systems and they lay out equations 
for describing diffusion, flow and chemical reactions. Throughout the remainder of the book, the 
authors discuss, using numerous examples taken from endocrine systems, fhe steps needed to 
formulate and validate mathematical models. Most of the examples discussed are multicomparr- 
mental, kinetic models to describe changes in drug or hormone concentrations in various tissues 
throughout the body. There are few examples of approaches to be taken in developing theoretical 
models of biologic systems from first principles. Little time is also devoted to detailing how the set 
of differential equations are solved. Most of the examples given were solved analytically in the 
closed form. The lack of discussion of the various computer approaches available for solving systems 
of differential equations is disappointing in a book of this type. On the other hand, some of the 
latter chapters detailing methods used to test which of several mathematical expressions best fir a 
set of empirical data and those chapters on establishing criteria for validating kinetic models of 
experimental data are excellent and should be useful to scientists already engaged in this type of 
work. Overall, this is not an introductory book for those interested in learning the basics of mathe- 
matical modelling. The book requires a strong mathematical background which is beyond the training 
of most medical students and life scientists. However, for those engaged in pharmacokinetic analysis 
and dynamic systems modelling, this book could serve as an excellent reference source. 
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